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Nathan M. Jurowski Announces Candidacy for  

Wisconsin’s 21st Assembly District 

Fighting for us all against division and regressive policies 
 

South Milwaukee, Wisconsin – Nathan M. Jurowski is running for the 21st Assembly District as a 

Democrat on a platform of community-based leadership. Throwing off the yoke of divisive politics, 

Nathan aims to help address real issues while staving off fear-based, regressive policies.  

 

“The status quo of fear-based messaging has done much to damage our faith in democracy,” said 

Candidate Jurowski. “We should be arguing over policy, not warring over politics.”  

 

Nathan’s inclusive brand of politics ensures that kitchen table issues are addressed while guarding 

against regressive policies designed to villainize already marginalized community members. This 

means making sure our public schools have the resources necessary to produce a happy, healthy 

and engaged citizenry. It means protecting our labor force so that hard work actually guarantees 

access to the American Dream. And it means protecting our hard-won civil rights like access to the 

ballot box, marriage equality and reproductive rights.  

 

“I’ve been out listening to my neighbors, they’re tired of national politics and want to see someone 

who’s got their back,” said Jurowski. “I’m also energized by the mobilization against attacks on our 

fundamental rights and liberties.”  

 

Nathan is currently building his coalition of supporters, and has room on the campaign team for 

those who believe in democracy and want to fight against regressive, hate-filled policies. 

Interested parties should contact “Neighbors For Nate” at nj@neighborsfornate.com. 

 

Candidate Nathan M. Jurowski lives with his wife in South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where they chose 

to raise their three daughters and open his law practice. His thirteen years of legal experience 

includes Public Defender work, advancing unionized construction, and representing employees’ 

rights. Nathan is engaged in the community, with years of volunteer experience and is an active 

member of the South Milwaukee Lions Club. For more information, visit neighborsfornate.com or 

contact the Campaign Committee at nj@neighborsfornate.com or (262) 215-9656. 
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